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Summary

A Special Situation created by the long delayed buyout of Genworth by China Oceanwide is re-

catalyzed by August events.

Possible outcomes include: 1) Closing of the deal by 9/30/20, 2) Extension of the deal deadline

(for the 16th time), or 3) Collapse of the deal with GNW planning an IPO.

Any of these outcomes is very likely to add share value, increasing shares' value anywhere from

$0.50 to $2.95 (.20.16% to.119%) above the current $2.48 within the coming 10 months.

An Engineered Income Investing Top Idea: Special Situation

Special Situations are opportunities to invest where money is likely to be made regardless

of which way the existing status unfolds. They usually arise from activist shareholders

pressing management for changes or from arbitrage of pending merger/takeover deals.

Today, we look at the long delayed China Oceanwide buyout of Genworth Holdings
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(GNW), the possible outcomes and the ways to profit no matter which occurs.

Brief Background:

On 10/23/16, privately held China Oceanwide and Genworth Holdings (GNW) reached a

definitive agreement to buyout GNW in an all cash deal for $5.43 per share. Since that

time, regulatory delays, along with delays in China Oceanwide obtaining debt financing,

have resulted in extensions to the original deadline. Numerous extensions, currently

extension # 15 - expiring 9/30/20, have been agreed to. Presently, all regulatory approvals

have been obtained and we awaiting to see whether China Holdings is able to proceed

with financing and closing the deal by the current end of September deadline.

In the event the deal does not close by 9/30/20, a new extension may be agreed upon, or

the deal may be terminated. GNW has already begun arranging for secured debt and an

IPO carve out of 19.9% ownership of its debt free U.S. mortgage insurance subsidiary

(100% valued at an estimated $3.2 billion), even as China Oceanwide continues to work

on finalizing financing closure of the deal. These contingencies will be implemented if the

China Oceanwide deal does not go forward. They are designed to provide liquidity to

lower interest rates on an existing loan, retire debt maturing in the next 14 months, and

unlock GNW share value, raising that value to an estimated $3.24/share based on public

peer valuation comps for the planned public rollup of the GNW remaining 80.1% interest in

the U.S. mortgage insurance subsidiary. A deep look at GNW plans without the China

Oceanwide deal, including breakdown of maturing debt, is provided by Anthony

Steinmetz's July 24th article.

These steps denote the special situation to have 3 current paths to successful resolution

favorable to investors:

1. The deal closes by 9/30/20 as provided in the current extension 15. GNW shares are

then each worth $5.43 cash, $2.95 (119% above current market).

2. The deal is further extended. Shares likely will remain in the $2.50 to $3.00 range for a

few months pending China Oceanwide financing.

3. The deal terminates 9/30/20 or some further date extension and GNW goes ahead with

its secured debt offering and IPO carve-out. In this case, shares quickly unlock the

expected added 30.7% in value, rising to $3.24.
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Engineering Strategy To Profit From This Special Situation:

Writing (selling to open) the 32 day cash secured puts for 9/18/20 $2.50 strike @ $0.45

premium creates a potential entry point at net covering cash of $2.05. This is a 239%

annualized yield rate for the $0.43 net premium (after deducting the 0.02 in the money

intrinsic portion) on the 32 day tie-up of $2.05 net covering cash. Downside market risk is

reduced $0.43 (17.34%) and the option expiration is 2 weeks prior to the 9/30/20 deadline

of the current deal with China Oceanwide. If the deal deadline is extended, future new or

rolled covered option positions can be used to repeat these sort of returns as the deal

delay continues. This was an extremely profitable strategy we used in the long delayed

TMUS/Sprint stalled merger deal.

If shares are presented under the $2.50 puts, the net basis is just $2.05, 17.34% below

market and $1.19 (36.7%) below the anticipated value of $3.24 unlocked by the contingent

IPO plan of GNW in the event of a cancelled deal. The $2.05 is full $3.48 (64.1%) below

the $5.43 value of the pending buyout deal if it is ultimately completed, and added option

premiums may be available on our same investment tranches if the deadline is again

extended beyond September.

Use of the longer term 123 day cash secured puts for 12/18/20 $2.50 strike @ $0.73

premium reduces the covering cash and break-even point to $1.77, $0.71 (28.63%) below

current market for added downside protection and allowing more time for GNW to

implement its planned IPO and secured loan to unlock the estimated $3.24 market value.

Annualized yield rate for this choice is 122.4% on the $1.77 net covering cash.
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Risks To Consider:

China Oceanwide may not be able to obtain the financing needed to close this deal and it

may terminate. As discussed, this would lead to mitigation by GNW, who's management

already has contingency plans in place and has begun implementing them as discussed in

this report above.

A combination of failure of China Oceanwide to complete the deal, along with further

delays or other factors making it impossible for GNW to raise liquidity to meet the $2+

billion in debt maturing in 14 months could lead to drastic problems, perhaps even creditor

liquidation of GNW if all planned and other contingencies fail to provide a path forward

beyond debt maturities.

These threats are largely mitigated by the secured debt and IPO plans of GNW and the >

$3 billion in debt free assets they hold. The fact that the near term upside gains could be

2X to 3X investment and verses the 1X downside in this risk balance is a strong

asymmetry in favor of the investment. The risk is further reduced by some of the option

strategies presented which complete and terminate with exit before a final critical point of

potential liquidity crisis and accompanying price collapse might occur. For example, the

September put options expire before the current deal deadline triggers even.

Closing Thoughts:

This is not a risk free special situation but it is a favorably balanced one. The small size

investment tranches available in the $dollar stock make it easy to manage the size of

capital tranches you may wish to speculate with. Laddering or blending of the suggested

strategies, along with simple long share positions are also ways to both play the situation

and manage the risks vs time horizons.

Thank you for taking the time to read my work. If you are interested in special situations,
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dividends, retirement income, option boosting yields, and fundamental value analysis and

appraisal, consider becoming a follower by clicking the orange follow button. I invite you to

join in the comment section below as part of a discussion of the ideas presented in this

article.

Stay safe and well.

I am not a licensed securities dealer or advisor. The views here are solely my own and

should not be considered or used for investment advice. As always, individuals should

determine the suitability for their own situation and perform their own due diligence before

making any investment.

Disclosure: I am/we are long GNW. I wrote this article myself, and it expresses my own
opinions. I am not receiving compensation for it (other than from Seeking Alpha). I have
no business relationship with any company whose stock is mentioned in this article.

Latest rating: Very Bullish
Very Bullish Bullish Neutral Bearish Very Bearish

Richard Berger's ratings on GNW

All Ratings by Richard Berger »

Comments (44)

Little, Einstein

Many years on the market. So, I don't believe in free lunches

29 Aug 2020, 08:56 AM

Richard Berger
Premium Marketplace
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2
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4
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Author’s reply » Little E,

Thanks for sharing your thoughts. I have no idea what that means, but thanks for sharing.

Richard

30 Aug 2020, 09:30 AM

Publicliterature.org

I think he means that not all scenarios are rosy. I happen to disagree and agree with the

author.

Deal or no deal, the housing and forbearance data just seems to get better by the day.

Likewise, the M&A market is also improving so I think all paths for GNW are positive. There

was a scarier time in March when things seemed very unclear, but as things developed it

became more clear GNW is going to come out of COVID-19 in good shape.

14 Sep 2020, 08:45 PM

Unemotional Investor

I wonder why stock is down about 9% today?

28 Aug 2020, 02:45 PM

Richard Berger
Premium Marketplace

Author’s reply » Unemotional Investor,

Just speculation here on my part, but Hony Capital (which is a key component providing debt

financing to Oceanwide to complete this deal) is under pressure to meet payment to bond

holders of its wholly owned Pizza Express. Perhaps developments there are making it likely

Oceanwide will have to divert the funds planned for the GNW deal to protect its' own Pizza

Express.

The news below is from back in July and early August, but gives some background to this

issue.

www.thestandard.com.hk/...

www.altassets.net/...

Richard (edited)

29 Aug 2020, 03:06 AM

W534220

@Richard Berger. It’s one thing for management to extend on the basis of requiring
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regulatory approvals, another to extend because the buyer doesn’t have the money! I just

can’t get past the obvious desperation to be taken over. Management with so little confidence

in their own ability to run an independent business should simply resign.

29 Aug 2020, 12:17 PM

W534220

@W534220 things don’t sound that good at COW www.mingtiandi.com/...

29 Aug 2020, 03:17 PM

Richard Berger
Premium Marketplace

Author’s reply » W5434330,

I agree that it is not likely that China Oceanwide will complete financing on time. I also agree

that since they have had plenty of time to try, any AND time is beginning to tighten for GNW

to arrange its own liquidity for debt rolling, that an extension is unlikely

Where you and I seem to part is that this does not inidicate GNW is desperate. It shows that

the China offer was at a very high valuation vs what GNW can unlock for shareholdlers via

the market in the next year or two, None the less, GNW remains UNDER value in the market

today because it is still tied down to this stalled out agreement and has not yet rolled its

maturing debt.

Thus, the China deal might somehow pull a trick and go through and create a huge win fo

GNW holders. Conversely, if the deal does fail, GNW still gains significant value unlocked via

escape from the stalled deal and move ahead with the debt roll. Thus GNW holders get a

solid but more modest win.

Last, for some reason another extension is granted. In this case, the short term option writing

expires while the deal still languishes and once again, GNW option writers pocket all their

option writing premiums for a nice profit and still win big.

Thus, the 3 possibilities all lead to a win for my proposed strategies.

The only likely loss risk arises if GNW is unable to complete the deal and concludes it is

going to be unable to ever roll its existing debt AND all that occurs before the option

contracts expire 9/18./20 or 12/18/20 under the strategies I have presented. The likelyhood

of failure to roll GNW debt is extremely low. It is vanishing low in my view to happen and

happen conclusively before mid 2021 is it does at all.

Richard

30 Aug 2020, 09:42 AM

MarionPolk2017
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With interest rates at all-time lows, and Treasuries paying virtually nothing, GNW seems well

positioned to reduce interest costs while extending debt maturities significantly.

30 Aug 2020, 07:09 PM

bostonhusky

"show me the money !" what happens no "money" showing on 8/31?

27 Aug 2020, 01:00 AM

Richard Berger
Premium Marketplace

Author’s reply » bostonhusky,

While brevity is appreciated, Your quip is too abbreviated for me to have any idea what you

are referencing.

Richard

27 Aug 2020, 08:30 AM

W534220

@bostonhusky gnw management seem so wedded to this deal I can’t see them abandoning

it even if the money isn’t in place as required. They’ll keep extending and making excuses.

27 Aug 2020, 08:35 AM

bostonhusky

I mean by 8/31 OCW needs to show GNW the $$$$

Approximately $1.0 billion is available to Oceanwide from sources in Mainland China to fund

the acquisition of Genworth; and

Hony Capital and/or other acceptable third-parties have committed to provide Oceanwide

$1.0 billion or more from sources outside of China to fund the transaction.

27 Aug 2020, 11:36 AM

bostonhusky

I mean if Oceanwide shows GNW the possible $1 Billion fund will be available on or before

8/31 then the GNW price should go up after the fund is ready but on the other hand no thing

guaranty on 8/31 there are only two out comes right? cancel the deal or one more round

extension and GNW price will drop again...also if the deal been cancelled good or bad ? and

how GNW get out the mess without merger been closed ..I believe for most GWN stock

owners close the deal on time is the best result but it looks mission impossible
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27 Aug 2020, 08:43 PM

Richard Berger
Premium Marketplace

Author’s reply » Bostonhusky,

By 8/31 the deal can either close, be funded by Ocean but not close until 9/30 deadline, be

cancelled by both parties agreement, be extended by agreement, etc. The possible

outcomes are really unlimited in nuance.

The real question is for the longer term ULTIMATE outcome. As i have outlined in the article,

any of the outcomes is expected to be profitable for the trade ideas I outline.

The only risk that needs addressing is the deal dragging out until GNW has no time left to

arrange liquidity to replace maturing debt. This can be dismissed as vanishingly unlikely

since GNW would have to be crazy to allow extensions without flexibly to avoid such an

outcome.

Richard

29 Aug 2020, 02:52 AM

W534220

Australian government just blocked sale of a Japanese owned Australian company to China buyer.

www.abc.net.au/...

Be interesting if Aus govt blocked China company ultimately owning Genworth Australia subsidiary.

Presumably GNW would sell their Aust MI subsidiary shares to another like they did their Canadian

MI subsidiary to BBU. (edited)

25 Aug 2020, 12:30 AM

Publicliterature.org

Yes, but Australia already approved. Yes, if they reversed this, they would just divest it.

25 Aug 2020, 05:35 PM

bostonhusky

If Oceanwide got the fund any time between 8/31- 9/30 or before does it mean the deal will close the

day after the fund been transferred to GNW? and the next thing is GNW ticker no longer on the

stock market?

24 Aug 2020, 08:29 PM

Richard Berger
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Premium Marketplace
Author’s reply » I am not aware of anything automatically or forcing a close before the

current 9/30/20 deadline for the deal to close by. So, early funding by Ocean would not mean

next day close for sure, but it could happen that fast. Once it closes, GNW will be delisted

from trading as it then becomes a wholly owned subsidiary of privately held Ocean.

Deliverables under any option contract become the basis upon which a deal closes .. ie

deliverable GNW shares would become deliverable of $5.43 cash each share under GNW

covered calls open at such a close for instance.

Richard

24 Aug 2020, 08:56 PM

MarionPolk2017

Not sure I believe that. The call option holder would exercise the option, and then receive the

cash from the merger transaction.

24 Aug 2020, 10:33 PM

Richard Berger
Premium Marketplace

Author’s reply » I thought that is what I said :) Reading it again, I guess I could have been

clearer. Thx.

Richard

24 Aug 2020, 11:29 PM

tcbna
Premium

Thx for the analysis. Q re your methodology to get the $3.2 billion 100% USMI valuation.

The base equity value in the 7/24 Anthony Steinmetz piece you cite is $2.5b and the high is $2.8. In

part he uses EV/EBIT and his TTM EBIT (period ending 3/31) is $593m. At 6/30 it was $442 (and at

9/30, probably the most recent period available pre a USMI IPO, will likely be lower). He uses a 4.7

multiple, which means that $150 difference is significant: $1.19 per GNW sh.

BTW, if EV/EBIT is a meaning metric (I don’t view his other one, EV/Sales, as meaningful),

presumably you’d use only the lower average of legacy players MTG and RDN, not an average that

includes the materially higher ones of the two new entrants, ESNT and NMIH.

In any event, to me Price-to-Book is the key MI valuation metric-these companies are financials. Av

MTG/RDN PB based on 8/20 close is 63%. GNW USMI 6/30 equity is $4.032b. At $3.2b, you’re at

79%.

Presumably PB would be discounted vs the industry players for the IPO and for the lower USMI
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ratings. (The MTG and RDN MI operations are each Baa1/BBB+ while USMI is Baa3/BB+.) If you’re

really conservative and say these two discounts total 5%, 100% USMI equity value is $2.3b, which

vs the $3.2 is a difference of $1.48 per sh.

The midpoint of the revised Steinmetz decrease ($1.19) and this PB output is a dcr of $1.33.

21 Aug 2020, 02:36 PM

Publicliterature.org

@tcbna

I would argue that US MI's book is substantially better performing than RDN and MTG and

wouldn't trade at a discount to them. Their MRQ demonstrated their quality over their peers.

They had more loans in forbearance programs (thus protected from default in the short term,

and less likely to default overall). They also had lower delinquency rates, better average

credit scores and more FHFA conforming loans (not to mention pretty solid reinsurance).

I think it's also unfair to value the IPO around these depressed prices. If the housing market

stays healthy, all the peers and USMI will be trading much closer to book. The only reason

it's priced below temporarily is the assuming of huge reserve losses stemming from peoples

memory of the GFC.

I know you are trying to be conservative, but there are limits where it doesn't make sense to

IPO for 2.3B valuation. GNW has enough cash on hand to cover 2021 maturities if they can't

get a good deal (750M+400M cash+plenty of excess over PMIERS).

21 Aug 2020, 06:07 PM

Richard Berger
Premium Marketplace

Author’s reply » @tcbna and @Publicliterature.org

Thanks for sharing your thoughts on valuation. I do agree the valuations for US MI by

Steinmetz are conservative. I used the figures because even on a conservative basis, they

support my thesis presented here and the strategies (and value based strike prices) chosen

for the actionable ideas presented. More agressive investors may indeed target higher

valuations.based on whatever methodology they prefer.

Richard

21 Aug 2020, 08:41 PM

tcbna
Premium

@Publicliterature.org

Thx for the feedback. Putting aside for the moment “whose book is better,” the essence of my
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comment was to address what proceeds an IPO would produce given Richard Berger’s

$3.2b valuation assumption. Even if you think there would be no valuation discount to peers

(I assumed 5 percentage points for a combination of IPO and ratings differences), the

underwriting discount would reduce IPO proceeds by at least that same 5%.

On the quality of the three books, MTG’s 6/30 DQ rate is higher than USMI’s by 37 bps and

RDN’s is higher by 52 bps. US MI (79.8) and RDN (78) have essentially the same

percentage of DQs in forbearance, while MTG is at 67.3%. I don’t see these differences as

sufficient to support USMI’s book being “substantially better.” For example, if you assume

USMI’s 6/30 DQ rate was equal to RDN’s, that’s 4,868 additional USMI DQs; using a claim

rate of 12% for these (very conservative; USMI says its Q2 new notice claim rate was less

than 6%), that’s tax-effected additional expense of $26.9m, equating to a USMI shareholder’s

equity decline of less than 70 bps.

You say USMI has better average credit scores but the weighted average credit score at

MTG seems to be a point higher at 740 than USMI’s 739. I computed these from public

disclosures; USMI says its median 6/30 FICO was 742 so I take some comfort in my calc.

(The way RDN discloses FICOs prevents making an equivalent calc for them.) Another

important quality metric is LTV – lower is better. As I compute it, USMI seems to be a bit

worse at 6/30: 93.9 vs MTG’s 93.3 and RDN’s 93.1. USMI says DTI is of growing importance

in the COVID world. The standard disclosure of higher credit risk is for DTIs greater than 45.

Through the first half of 2020, and for 2019, USMI has considerably more NIW in this

category than MTG: USMI 2020-16%, MTG-12%; 2019 USMI-22%, MTG-15%. (RDN doesn’t

disclose information sufficient to compute this.)

From a credit quality standpoint, my takeaway is that USMI isn’t “substantially better.” Rather,

the three books are essentially the same, perhaps with RDN’s immaterially weaker.

I think you’re being aggressive that GNW can wait beyond the 9/21 maturity to IPO USMI.

GNW says it will be keeping $300m of the GMHI debt proceeds at GMHI. Assuming

placement fee and expenses total $15m, your $750m decreases to $435. I compute 3/31/21

available cash at $590 assuming GNW keeps paying the junior sub notes, $600 if they don’t.

The 9/21 maturity cash consumed is $685 (incl the last coupon), and cash will be depleted

post-3/31 by interest. 

The reason for the $300m being kept at GMHI seems to be the desire of the GSEs to make

sure USMI’s potential needs are covered. Hence, I wouldn’t count on them agreeing to make

much of the PMIERs excess available to fund the 9/21 maturity if GNW could have raised

enough to leave GMHI and USMI untouched but delayed because it didn’t like the IPO

valuation.

24 Aug 2020, 03:05 PM

Publicliterature.org
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@tcbna

Great research! Please stay on SeekingAlpha, it needs more real comments like these with

good research. I do strongly believe that "forbearance delinquencies" are not real

delinquencies. I'm sure you'll fact check me, but GNW outperformed both RDN and MTG in

the percentage of delinquencies in forbearance. To me, these will never see the light of

foreclosure. So, the book will look much different by early 2021. Thanks for actually

comparing the LTV's, that's interesting.

I think retaining the 300M effectively retains OVER the 5 year duration of interest payments

on the 750M Note plus adds cushion to the PMIERS. The reinsurance plan was very very

smart as well. But, by retaining 300M, the book value only went down to about 3.6B at USMI

which makes for an even better IPO. I'm fairly confident that if trends continue, they'll be over

4B in book value before an IPO AND their peers will be trading closer to book value.

The HoldCo should only have about 617M left of the Sept 2021 debt (after retiring the Feb

and some of the Sept maturity). I suppose my point is that USMI will have some options

around Summer 2021. If the market is good, float the IPO for 600-800M or do a dividend

without the IPO. If the market is bad, they still retained 300M at USMI and have about 400M

currently at the HoldCo. Yes, I know they will want keep about 2 years interest on hand.

Other alternatives could include raising about half of the debt at the HoldCo and paying off

some. The FHFA seems to be protecting the MIs very well so I think all the peers should be

very stable next year.

Thanks for your response!

25 Aug 2020, 06:01 PM

W534220

Is there any prescribed action to occur if COW fails to have required milestones in place for end of

August?

20 Aug 2020, 07:14 PM

Richard Berger
Premium Marketplace

Author’s reply » W534220,

Good question ... The 15 extension provides the following milestones (that remain to finalize

the deal) and provide the right to terminate if not in place by of August...

" The 15th waiver contemplates the submission by Oceanwide to Genworth of evidence by

August 31, 2020 confirming that:

Approximately $1.0 billion is available to Oceanwide from sources in Mainland China to fund

the acquisition of Genworth; and
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Hony Capital and/or other acceptable third-parties have committed to provide Oceanwide

$1.0 billion or more from sources outside of China to fund the transaction.

If these conditions are met, the merger agreement will remain in place until September 30,

2020. If the conditions are not met, Genworth has the right, in its sole discretion, to terminate

the merger agreement as of August 31, 2020."

The purpose of these provisions are to assure GNW holders that COW is making meaningful

efforts to be able to close by 9/30/20. News of yesterday ( seekingalpha.com/... ) indicates

COW is indeed making an all out final push to secure the last of the financing needed. It

appears likely that the end of August will not bring a termination election by either party

unless the current efforts of COW are conclusively negative by that deadline and COW has

no other avenues it is pursuing. Given the long (4+ year) history of patient creeping toward

the goal, including 15 extensions to date, I expect so long as prospects are not definitively

dead by 8/31/20, the agreement will remain in place to 9/30/20, at which time it will terminate

unless there is a very credible COW finance vehicle pending final signatures in the very near

future from that point.

Richard

20 Aug 2020, 08:47 PM

Publicliterature.org

Great article, but one issue:

"A combination of failure of China Oceanwide to complete the deal, along with further delays or

other factors making it impossible for GNW to raise liquidity to meet the $2+ billion in debt maturing

in 14 months could lead to drastic problems, perhaps even creditor liquidation of GNW if all planned

and other contingencies fail to provide a path forward beyond debt maturities."

There are not $2+ in debt maturing in the next 14 months. You mean ~$1B.

Otherwise, good valuation estimates.

20 Aug 2020, 01:53 PM

Richard Berger
Premium Marketplace

Author’s reply » Publicliterature.org,

Thanks for joining our discussion.

Let's see... there is about $1.07 Billion in senior notes due by 2014, a $200 million pre-

payment due if GNW takes advanage of the discount of rate on the note maturing in 2020.

There is also the new $404 million note maturing 2022 to pay the AXA settlement, which will

need about $175 million to cover interest and principle payments. In addition, there will be

banking costs of creating debt offerings for these and any IPO. I have not taken a deep dive
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to see if some of this is double counting, but used the round $2 billion as a safe figure to

allow for all that and some added costs to be on the safe side.

Clearly there are many paths to avoid default on existing debt besides the main ones

discussed, some of which may require considerably less cash. The bottom line is that

existential risk for GNW is very low, and thus premiums from initial and future rolls of options

promises to be very lucrative, especially if this drags out a long time.

Richard

20 Aug 2020, 02:19 PM

Publicliterature.org

@Richard Berger

Thanks for your response. I think we are on the same page. The 200M prepayment is a

portion of the 404M AXA Note so you may be double counting that. Otherwise, it's fine to

count the interest and backing fees.

I'm very pleased with the progress on the 750M USMI debt raised. It finally shows progress

cleaning up 2021 and cleaning up the holding company balance sheet.

20 Aug 2020, 09:30 PM

spend my cash
Marketplace

@Richard Berger

do you see any value in any traded debt of GNW?

21 Aug 2020, 09:46 AM

MarionPolk2017

Traded GNW bonds are priced above or below par ($1,000) based on the coupon interest

rate.

21 Aug 2020, 10:20 AM

Richard Berger
Premium Marketplace

Author’s reply » spend my cash,

I am not really an expert in fixed income debt securities. You might try messaging Alpha Gen

Capital for his views.

Richard
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21 Aug 2020, 02:59 PM

haschultz

If the extension includes, as it should at this point, a penalty clause for non-performance, we could

see a nice move up with an extension perhaps in the next week or two. And, with a non-

performance penalty, shareholders might be more patient with allowing Oceanwide a perhaps 3

month timeframe.

As a note, the early agreements did have such a clause which was then removed.

20 Aug 2020, 10:45 AM

Richard Berger
Premium Marketplace

Author’s reply » haschultz,

Thanks for reading and joining our discussion.

Given that there have been 15 extensions already, more would be no surprise, nor woujld the

terms and whether the terms are strictly enforced.

Until/unless GNW runs out of time to address the maturing debt 14 months out, there is very

good money to be made regardless of the ultimate outcome regardless of which of the 3

paths I have outlined evolve.

Richard

20 Aug 2020, 10:59 AM

MarionPolk2017

Given recent US-China political hostility is it possible for this merger to be completed?

20 Aug 2020, 09:14 AM

Richard Berger
Premium Marketplace

Author’s reply » MarionPolk2017,

Yes, deals between China and US companies are still being approved and completed all the

time. This deal already has all US and China regulatory approvals done and is only being

delayed by inability of China Oceanwide to obtain debt financing to pay for the buyout.

Richard

20 Aug 2020, 10:38 AM

Alpha$ituations
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Premium
Agree. CFIUS has already approved the transaction, there will be no takebacks. The deal is

simply contingent on China Oceawide's ability to fund the deal. If yes, all remaining

regulatory approvals/re-approvals will fall into place.

The risk reward profile is attractive, with the GNW fair value floor above $3/share. Equity

market participants are not only highly skeptical that this deal will complete as they have

been through much of the transaction's regulatory review process, they also seem to be

making a strong statement on the insolvency prospects of the company on an expected

failure of the deal to complete.However, this dire view is not apparently shared by GNW

bondholders, with the nearer term maturing Genworth bonds trading at relatively small

discounts to par even before the GMH Senior Notes offering.

While bondholders may not have any greater insight than equity market participants into

whether the transaction will complete or break, it is very apparent that they are not ringing

alarm bells over the forseeable risk of financial insolvency at GNW even in the event

that the deal breaks. I would typically trust the credit market over the equity market for its

insight when it comes to all things credit.

20 Aug 2020, 12:27 PM

Richard Berger
Premium Marketplace

Author’s reply » Alpha$ituations,

Thanks for sharing your thoughts.

Yes, you have hit the high points of why existential risk appears to be very low. Markets

certainly have discounted the deal completing, although recent chatter and price moves the

past 48 hours suggest a last ditch effort is underway by China Oceanwide.

Frankly, using the covered option premium approach to profiting from the situation, I would

prefer a long dragged out work through by GNW after a failed deal. This would keep

generating double digit yields on premium cash month after month for potentially a few years

even.

Richard

20 Aug 2020, 02:25 PM

soujiro13

@Richard Berger why didnt COW do this a long time ago, or at least earlier?

20 Aug 2020, 09:21 PM

Richard Berger
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Premium Marketplace
Author’s reply » soujiro13,

To be perfectly frank, I am a late comer to this special situation and not familiar with all the

details of each of the prior 14 extensions. Many of the earlier delays were related to added

time needed to clear regulatory hurdles of the two key governing jurisdictions (the USA and

China), along with some other global barriers. By the time these were mostly cleared, the

virus economy and recession were upon us and thus an unfavorable environment was extant

for finalizing debt financing by COW (China Oceanwide). The looming debt maturities for

GNW through 2022 have finally begun to exert pressure to finalize or move on so that GNW

has the time to develop the needed liquidity absent this deal to meet those future obligations.

Thus even though the virus economy has not been fully resolved, it no longer can be

accepted as a shackle delaying a final resolution of the deal.

Nothing gets done without a deadline. 15 extensions testifies to the prior lack of a real feeling

of a deadline between the parties. It truly is different this time due to those future looming

liquidity issues that must begin to be addressed by GNW without anymore significant delays

even if it means abandoning the long worked for clearances that 4 years have achieved.

Richard (edited)

20 Aug 2020, 09:47 PM

juandemarc
Premium

Nice write up! Any thoughts on a potential price and date for a small/speculative position in an LEAP

call option? I have tracked the Jan 22 call options to consider an asymmetric bet with a relatively

cheap premium. Already holding some commonڒڑڐ (edited)

20 Aug 2020, 07:26 AM

Richard Berger
Premium Marketplace

Author’s reply » juandemarc,

Thanks for reading and taking the time to open a discussion of the ideas.

The 519 day 1/21/22 calls are not offering enough total premium nor yield rate to look

attractive for tying up the asset that long (which could happen if there is no deal and the

GNW IPO plan successfully goes forward). The strikes (even net of the premiums) below

$5.50 for the LEAPs risk giving away part of the $5.43 buyout price if the deal goes forward

and thus are not attractive if you have a current position. So, I do not see much of a path

from that direction. I prefer the short term contracts and aggressively rolling them forward

repeatedly if the situation and market continues to evolve and drag out, or in the case of calls

on a long term hold.
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The premiums and thinly traded nature of these options do not make any straddle or strangle

strategies likely to be executable.

Richard

20 Aug 2020, 08:55 AM
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